A novel fingerprint recognition algorithm suitable for poor quality fingerprint is proposed, and implementation considerations to realize fingerprint recognition access controllers for residential applications are discussed. It is shown that optimizing spatial sampling interval of fingerprint image has equivalent effect of optimizing high limit frequency of low-pass filter in the process of phase based correlation. The processing time is 83% shorter for the former than the latter. An ASIC has been designed, and it is shown that fingerprint matching based access controller for residential applications can be successfully realized.
Introduction
Biometrics has been recognized as indispensable means to attain security in various areas of social life. Fingerprint is the most frequently used, because it exhibits higher performance by smaller size at lower cost than other biometrics [1, 2, 3] .
It is widely recognized that there are some percentage of people whose fingerprint is difficult for automatic recognition. Typical cases include senior citizens whose finger skin tend to be flat, house wives who uses fingertip hard, or those who suffer skin diseases such as atopic dermatitis. In general, pressure sensitive fingerprint sensor [4] produces better images than optical sensors or various types of semiconductor fingerprint sensors in cases when fingertip is dry or wet. However, when the problem stems from structure of finger surface itself, some other approaches have to be taken.
The authors have been studying a pattern-matching algorithm named Phase-Only Correlation [5] . POC is not only good for biometrics such as fingerprint, but also for sub-pixel precision translation measurements for industrial applications [6] . BandLimited POC (BLPOC) is modified POC in that high frequency components are eliminated in the process of POC calculations [7] .
Typical fingerprint recognition algorithm extracts lineal structure from the image. Such kinds of methods are referenced as minutiae algorithms in this paper. The struc-tural reproducibility is especially important for minutiae algorithms in order to reduce false rejections for genuine attempts. It has been shown that BLPOC improves fingerprint recognition performance especially when numbers of images from those who have poor quality fingerprints are included.
On the other hand, POC based algorithms require more computational resources than minutiae algorithms in general, because the algorithms are based on twodimensional discrete Fourier transformation (DFT). It is too much burden for typical microprocessors to process a fingerprint image in a moment. However, the algorithm is suited for hardware implementation such as ASIC, because DFT is calculated by repetitive executions of sum-of-products arithmetic.
In this paper, a novel fingerprint recognition algorithm that has as good recognition performance as BLPOC is described. The effect of eliminating high frequency components of BLPOC is now realized by optimizing spatial sampling interval of fingerprint image. The computational time for the proposed algorithm is 83% shorter than that for BLPOC. The recognition performance is evaluated using fingerprint database in comparison with BLPOC and a typical minutiae algorithm.
The CPU burden for the algorithm is still high, and therefore an ASIC has been implemented. The architecture of the ASIC is based on pipelining. Required functions such as re-sampling and scaling are executed in pipeline fashion with DFT calculation, therefore, the time for those functions can be eventually neglected. The processing time is 110 times faster for the ASIC than a typical personal computer. As a result, a prototype of compact access controller for residential applications that uses the algorithm, the ASIC, and a pressure sensitive fingerprint sensor can be realized.
Phase-Based Fingerprint Recognition Algorithm

Proposed Fingerprint Recognition Algorithm
The fingerprint recognition algorithm using BLPOC is described as following steps of processes. Refer [7] for more details of definitions of POC and BLPOC. 
Score Calculation The BLPOC score is defined as sum of two largest peak values of BLPOC function. K ranges roughly 0.4 to 0.6. It is expected that selecting value of 0.5 may not produce significant performance differences.
Widening spatial re-sampling interval of an original image has similar effects as of lowering cutoff frequency of low-pass filter. It is assumed that the effect of aliasing stemmed from re-sampling can be neglected. Setting high limit cut-off frequencies of BLPOC is replaced by wider spatial re-sampling interval. Indices for DFT and inverse DFT are selected to be constants. Conjuncture area extraction and improving score calculation function are simplified as well.
The processes of the proposed algorithm significantly simplify aforementioned BLPOC processes as follows. (c) Score Calculation The three largest peaks within 5 5 × pixels from the maximum peak are evaluated. The evaluation function to get score value is either the value of the maximum peak, or the sum of peak values weighed by the inverse of the distance from the maximum peak. The distance has offset value of 1, therefore weight is 1 for the maximum peak. The reason of the weight function is that POC function of imposter calculations tends to produce large peaks in far location from the maximum peak.
Performance Evaluations
The ratio of those who have difficult fingerprint pattern is intentionally increased to create fingerprint database for performance evaluation. Total of 12 subjects, 8 males and 4 females, are participated. Seven of them have fine fingerprint condition, three dry finger, one rough finger skin, and one atopic dermatitis skin lesion. The typical ratio of difficult fingerprint person of some percent is intentionally higher here, 41.6%, for this database.
Ten fingerprint images are taken from each subject. The genuine match combinations are 540 12 2 10 = × C , and imposter combinations 6600 540
The first experiment is to test POC recognition performance by varying spatial sampling interval in order to verify that widening of spatial sampling interval has equivalent effect of lowering cutoff frequency of low-pass filter by BLPOC. The results are shown in Figure 1 . The original image from BT-100 is re-sampled by the factor of 100% to 30% in 5% steps. Note that the sampling interval is converted to bits per inch (BPI) by using the sensor's 0.058 micrometer dot pitch. EER and zero FMR values are plotted per sampling interval by two evaluation functions. Zero FMR values may be less significant, because the size of database is small for this evaluation. The first evaluation function simply uses the value of the largest peak. The second one uses aforementioned weighed and averaged peak values. The EER and zero FMR of BLPOC is also shown in the figure as references. 200 DPI sampling produces the best performance, and it is equivalent to that of BLPOC as shown in the figure. The result also implies that the cost of fingerprint sensor can be further reduced by realizing, possibly low-cost, low-resolution sensor. 
Fig. 1. Characteristics of Spatial Sampling Interval
The second experiment is to compare the performance of the algorithm with that of a minutiae algorithm and BLPOC. The EER and zero FMR values are summarized in Table 1 , and ROC characteristics are shown in Figure 2 . Again, zero FMR values may be less significant for this small database. The proposed algorithm shows as good performance as that of BLPOC, and both are superior to the minutiae algorithm. The proposed algorithm can be processed considerably faster than BLPOC. The CPU time to calculate the proposed algorithm using a personal computer of Pentium 4, 3.06GHz, using MATLAB 7.01 is 19.07s and 2.45s for BLPOC and the proposed algorithm, respectively. 
LSI Implementation
There have been POC dedicated LSI implementations reported [8, 9, 10] . ASIC approach is very important for residential applications, because it reduces number of components while processing POC algorithm in a moment. An ASIC has been developed. The picture is shown in Figure 3 , and the block diagram in Figure 4 . The pipeline architecture is fully adopted. The fingerprint image signal is re-sampled, and the output image is 128 128 × pixels. The image goes through the internal memory bus, and fed into the local memory through the post-processing controller. The controller calculates the image parameters such as average brightness, and maximum brightness. The image interface, resizing, and image parameter measurements are processed in pipeline fashion with data transfer, and therefore the processing time for those functions can be neglected effectively. Image in the local memory are next read to internal memory through the pre-processing controller, and it eliminates offset and converts real data to complex data for succeeding DFT calculation again in pipeline fashion. The internal memory is divided into four blocks, each of which is for two pairs of horizontal lines. One pair is for input image, and the other pair for registered image. As soon as a line of data transfer is completed and DFT conversion has started, transfer of the next line to the other buffer is started. Therefore, the data transfer time can be neglected. The output data of the DFT unit goes to the local memory through post-processing controller, and the data can be scaled by the multiplexer, or converted to phase in order to minimize registration data size for storage. In this way, the ASIC removes most of heavy POC related burdens from CPU. 
Fingerprint Access Controller for Residential Applications
The most important feature of the fingerprint recognition access controller for residential applications is to realize a good product for ordinary people, especially for senior citizens or housewives who tends to have poor quality fingerprints and frequently at rough conditions. Pressure sensitive fingerprint sensor is applied, because it is insensitive to wet or dry fingers. The ASIC processes a verification calculation at 0.3 second. The prototype has a graphical LCD display unit, and it provides various userfriendly interface capabilities. Fingerprint image is displayed in case when fingertip is mistakenly placed and the sensor cannot take adequate image. Figure 5 shows the picture of the prototype. 
Summary
It has been shown that by optimizing spatial sampling interval of fingerprint image, the POC recognition performance is improved as good as BLPOC while reducing processing time dramatically. An ASIC has been implemented, and a prototype of fingerprint recognition access controller has been realized successfully. Because the algorithm is robust to those who have poor quality fingerprint, and the application products can be simple and cost-effective by using the ASIC, the resultant fingerprint recognition access controller can be ideal for residential applications.
It is noticeable that the POC based algorithms, including the one described in this paper, are less dependent on the structure of target images, and therefore they are good for other biometrics. For examples, POC exhibits excellent recognition performance for iris recognition [11] . It also has been tested as three-dimensional human face measurements [12, 13, 14] . POC also calculates parallax in one-hundredth resolution using a pair of images taken by cameras set in parallel for the case.
